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I. INTRODUCTION
The yield of an underground explosion can be determined from measurements of the propagation of the explosion-produced shock wave through the ambient geological medium. For a portion of the shock expansion, the shock radius grows as a powerlaw function of time. In particular, the shock position is given by
where time t is measured in milliseconds from explosion time, distance R is in meters from the explosion center, and yield W is in kilotons. Detailed calculations by Eilers, using the ID Fs code with realistic equation-of-state data and tuned' to reproduce the von Neuman point-source, constantgamma, analytical solution, showed for tuff and granite that a and b were sensibly constant and were independent of yield.z These calculations also provided insight as to the range of applicability of the strong-shock algorithm. Bass and Larseng have performed similar calculations for other media. This algorithm largely forms the basis of the hydrodynamic yield-determination techniques used at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL).
Since spring 1975, we have routinely fielded experiments to determine hydrodynamic yields of LASL nuclear events. Analysis of the data was based on Eq. (1) using the Eilers constants a = 6.29 and b = 0.475, and the results have usually agreed with those obtained from other techniques. We poin out, however, that these experiments were conducted at the Nevada Test Site (NTS) under controlled circumstances: we knew the effective center of the explosion (ECE), i.e., the point of origin of the explosion, and could provide independently determined explosion-time fiducials.
Under less controlled circumstances, the absolute spatial and temporal accuracy of the measuring system may be less than ideal or the ECE may be unknown as, for example, in a verification situation under the Peaceful Nuclear Explosives Treaty (PNET)'. Accordingly, we have generalized Eq. (1) to~( l-b)ls (t + to)b .
Here, R(t) is the experimentally measured shockfront position at time t, with R and t determined relative to a presumed spatial and temporal origin of the explosion. & and to are additive corrections to R and t that correct them to the actual explosion time and location. Ideally, experimental R(t) data would be fitted to Eq, (2) to determine any or all of the quantities W, I&, to, a, and b. In practice, a and b are usually assumed known, and the combinations of unknowns we most commonly expect to encoun-
It is the purpose of this report to present a linear least squares solution to the yield and R-shift (W, IL) problem and to illustrate ite use with several examples.
IL ANALYSIS
For this problem, we assume that a, b, and to are known and rewrite Eq. (2) as
Equation (3) can be solved by linear least squares regression for the desired constants c and d and for the standard error estimates uC, u~, and covariance ucd. Given the data set (t!, % al; i = L N), where al is the statistical uncertainty to be associated with the value R, we define the auxuliary sums
Then the desired least square quantities and the corresponding uncertainties are
and a:
where
In terms of these quantities, our original quantities W and I& and their formal uncertainties then are given by
If the individual standard deviations al are unknown or if an unweighed fit is desired, the a, in
Eqs. (6) should all be set equal to a constant ao (to be determined). Note that in this case c. will cancel out of Eqs. (7), allowing c and d to still be determined. For Eqs. (8), however, we can obtain an unbiased statistical estimate for ao from % the standard deviation of the data about the fit. In particular, we calculate aR from
or with less precision from the auxiliary sums
..
t ,-?
III. TWO EXAMPLES
To illustrate this least squares method, we present in Tables I and II two sets of simulated hydrodynamic data. The labels for the quantities in these tables are explained in Table III. 3. The algorithmic region of data may be restricted or difficult to identify.
4. The algorithm is only an approximation to actual physics of expansion.
5. Explosions may not be point sources.
IV. CONCLUSIONS A. Properties of the Generated Data Sets
Using Eq. (1) with a yield of 150 kt, data were generated at 1OO-PSintervals over the time span 1.O-3.5 ms, the approximate range normally analyzed for such a yield. These algorithmic data were then modified by adding 5.000 m to all pointa (thereby simulating the effects of an origin shift or an absolute calibration error) and by adding randomnoise deviations to simulate the effects of noisy data. The noise levels chosen, rms deviations of 4.1 and 5.3 cm per point, correspond to high-quality data, but such levels are achievable today. For a medium sonic velocity of 3.0 m/ms, the data are all presonic and hence usable. (The sonic time and radius would be 5.27 ms and 33.30 m, respectively. )
B. Results of the Least Squares Fits
Tables I and LIillustrate calculation results at added noise levels of 4.1 and 5.3 cm, respectively. The least squares solutions agree very well with the "correct" answer WALG = 150 kt and RSHIF"I' = -5.00 m. Also, the formal ranges of uncertainty for the two determined quantities, WFIT A SIGW and RSHIFT * RSIGRQ, do encompass the correct answer. Work is in progress on a statistical analysis of man such examples as are presented in these tables.
It should be pointed out that analyses of actual hydrodynamic data will not, in general, be so successful. Among the reasons for this are the following. 
